It's Time To Finish That Classic Car Restoration. Here' Why
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Do you love the sound of an engine purring? Does your heart skip a beat when you see
a classic car drive past you? Are you a frequenter of car shows? If you answered yes to
these than you may also have an antique or collector car of your own. Perhaps that car
has been sitting in your garage for years, waiting for some attention. You'll get to it
someday, you say to yourself, but when?

Did you know the average full restoration takes an experienced mechanic more than
700 hours to complete? That's a lot of work. If you don't have this sort time on your
hands it may be a good idea to call in the pros for some help. Here are four excellent
reasons to consider having your vehicle professionally restored.
The longer the project sits the more work it will take.

If your dream car has been sitting for years it is only going to develop more problems.
Rust could take over valuable parts, the engine may become seized, interior pieces will
rot and numerous other problems will take hold. Don't let this happen to your baby on
wheels, inquire with a classic car specialist about getting your vehicle's needs taken
care of.
The market value of collector cars is growing

Classic cars and muscle cars have been rising in prices to astronomical figures. So
perhaps that Mustang, Corvette, Tri-5 Chevy or other car sitting under a tarp isn't your
favorite car, it's certainly somebody's. By completing a restoration you can get top dollar
for your vehicle in a private sale or an auction. Not to mention a classic car is a great
retirement or other long-term investment.
The summer car show season is coming up

Don't you want to show off your beauty queen? Well if the motor isn't running the
wheels won't be turning and your babe is going to spend another summer indoors. Now
is the perfect time to prep your car for a summer full of trophies.
It's a way to preserve history

When a vehicle undergoes a restoration than chances are it will last for a few more
generations. This allows kids of today to fall in love with the cars of yesteryear. Car folks
can help preserve automotive history.

Get in touch with an expert classic car restoration shop and turn that pile of rust into
gold. The professional technicians at Corbo's Automotive specialize in classic car
restoration in Somerville, NJ. We work on all makes and models and offer full
restoration services. Give us a call today at (908) 533-7093 to discuss your project or to
request a quote for auto restoration in Somerville.
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